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Digital marketing leader with a proven ability to build and manage teams, create 
campaigns that motivate consumers on a mass scale, and flawlessly deliver high-
profile digital platforms.

2012 – 2020
LEAD DIGITAL PRODUCER - ALCAMAY ENTERTAINMENT

 Presented Producer of weekly content for Artists/Public Figures to have presence
in Social Media and increase their equity.

 Managed multiple social media accounts to create buzz and visibility in Google 
and all search engines.

 Pressed release writing for major artists and handling of email marketing service
providers for max outreach.

 Logo designed in Adobe Photoshop for artists and small businesses combined 
with the full production of Electronic Press Kits.

 Talented and Production Consulting for major TV Networks &amp; Labels.
 Previously managed web images from initial book launch through art 

director/merchant review.
 Processed images for art release to Pre-press team &amp; outside vendors for 

retouching.

2004 – 2008
DIGITAL PRODUCER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Manage and facilitate the digital initiatives of pharma clients through the project
lifecycle, from Discovery and Definition through Design, Agile .

 Responsible for cost, schedule, financial, and contractual deliverables Projects 
include interactive multi-media displays, apps designed for .

 Managed and produced content for AMC.com focusing on microsites for 
unscripted series Brainstormed, developed, and created digital extensions of 
on-.

 Provide full lifecycle project leadership for digital engagements, from discovery 
to launch, including large-scale site builds and redesigns, mobile .

 Drive product development, managing multiple and diverse workstreams to 
meet key milestones within scope, budget, and timeline Manage/maintain 
scope, .

 Line editing and copy editing for online content, social media posting/planning, 
SEO headlines, website management.

 Build, maintain, and develop digital menu content for dozens of airport iPad 
restaurant locations in eight airports across North America - Copywrite .
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EDUCATION

- (Hollywood Film School - Hollywood, CA)

SKILLS

Video Editing, Video Production, Final Cut Pro, Adobe.
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